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Intelligent Heating Control

Viessmann with tado° smart thermostat

Warm up your home the
smart way!
Viessmann, a leading manufacturer of efficient heating
and energy systems for 100+ years, is proud to present its
customers with tado° smart thermostats for the operation of
Viessmann systems. tado° offers a wide range of intelligent
functions that can save on heating costs and improve comfort
in the home.

Save money
Most customers will start to save
money straightaway

More comfort
The smart tado° temperature control
assistant ensures maximum comfort
automatically

Control from anywhere
Set the temperature of your tado° app
whenever you want and wherever you
are - via app, tablet or PC

Detailed information
Get instant access to detailed reports
so you‘re always up to date with your
heating consumption and usage

Your Smart Temperature
Control Assistant
tado° is easy to install and compatible with 95% of heating
systems currently on the market. The system consists of a
smart thermostat and smartphone app and is able to
optimise the operation of the heating system, ensuring
comfort and lower energy costs of your Viessmann heating
system.

Geolocation based
control*
Weather
compensation
Open window
detection*
Multi room control
Smart
programming
Management of
domestic hot water
Free apps and updates

Viessmann with tado° app
*tado° uses your
smartphone‘s location
services to send you
notifications to reduce the
temperature when you‘re
not at home or
automatically (chargeable)
bring it back to the values
you set when you‘re about
to return.
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Smart Thermostats
tado° can replace conventional thermostats and radiator
thermostats already installed and is compatible with both
central heating systems and autonomous heating systems
from different manufacturers. Simply choose the Starter Kit
you need and add more smart thermostats if you need to
control multiple rooms or zones independently of each other.

Smart Thermostat

Smart Radiator Thermostat

Temperature sensor

Data security

Internet connection

Automatic updates
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Suitable for any type of home
tado° is a smart thermostat and smartphone app, which is
compatible with all Viessmann boilers. Simply choose the
Starter Kit you need.
Each Starter Kit includes an Internet Bridge to connect to your
router, which provides Internet connection to all tado° devices.

Starter Kits
Smart Thermostat - Starter Kit
Manages your heating system in place of
the wired room thermostat; for use with
WiFi please add the extension kit.

Smart Radiator Thermostat
- Starter Kit
Manages the thermostatic valve of your
radiator; it works independently of any
room thermostat present

Accessories
Smart Thermostat
Replaces additional wired thermostats in
the event of multi-zone heating systems

Smart Thermostatic Sensor
For rooms fitted with radiators

Extension Kits
Allows wireless boiler control when used
in combination with the smart thermostat
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